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Abstract: This work aims to clarify the effect of magnetic graphene oxide (GO) reorientation
in a polymer matrix on the ionic conduction and methanol barrier properties of nanocomposite
membrane electrolytes. Magnetic iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles were prepared and dispersed on
GO nanosheets (GO-Fe3O4). The magnetic GO-Fe3O4 was imbedded into a quaternized polyvinyl
alcohol (QPVA) matrix and crosslinked (CL-) with glutaraldehyde (GA) to obtain a polymeric
nanocomposite. A magnetic field was applied in the through-plane direction during the drying and
film formation steps. The CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite membranes were doped with an
alkali to obtain hydroxide-conducting electrolytes for direct methanol alkaline fuel cell (DMAFC)
applications. The magnetic field-reoriented CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 electrolyte demonstrated higher
conductivity and lower methanol permeability than the unoriented CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 membrane
or the CL-QPVA film. The reoriented CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite was used as the electrolyte
in a DMAFC and resulted in a maximum power density of 55.4 mW·cm−2 at 60 ◦C, which is 73.7%
higher than that of the composite without the magnetic field treatment (31.9 mW·cm−2). In contrast,
the DMAFC using the CL-QPVA electrolyte generated only 22.4 mW·cm−2. This research proved
the surprising benefits of magnetic-field-assisted orientation of GO-Fe3O4 in facilitating the ion
conduction of a polymeric electrolyte.

Keywords: graphene oxide-iron oxide (GO-Fe3O4); crosslinked quaternized polyvinyl alcohol
(CL-QPVA); magnetic field; reorientation; direct methanol alkaline fuel cell (DMAFC)

1. Introduction

Fuel cells convert chemical energy into electrical energy and are considered an alternative power
supply [1]. Among the different types of fuel cells, direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) have obtained
considerable attention because of their easy re-fuelling, high energy density, small size and low
emissions of pollutants [2]. Moreover, DMFCs can be used in a variety of portable applications, such
as laptops, cell phones and digital cameras [3]. Alkaline fuel cells using anion-exchange membranes
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(such as Tokuyama A210) [4–6] or hydroxide-conducting membranes [7–9] provide advantages over
proton-exchange membranes (PEMs), such as lower-cost membranes, reduced methanol cross-over,
easy water management, and non-platinum catalyst [10–12].

Several nanofillers have been blended into membrane electrolytes to enhance the ionic
conductivity. Huang et al. fabricated a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) composite containing modified
carbon nanotubes (m-CNTs) and showed that PVA/m-CNTs doped with 6 M potassium hydroxide
(KOH) had a conductivity value 51.9% higher than that of PVA [13]. Lue et al. [14] incorporated
fumed silica (FS) into a PVA membrane and formed a PVA/20% FS composite. The membrane
had a higher conductivity than PVA (0.058 S·cm−1 vs. 0.018 S·cm−1, respectively). Yang et al. [15]
prepared a quaternized polyvinyl alcohol/alumina (QPVA/Al2O3) nanocomposite polymer membrane
and the membrane had an excellent electrochemical performance compared with pristine QPVA.
In our previous publications, we decorated graphene oxide-iron oxide (GO-Fe3O4) on QPVA polymer
to form an electrolyte membrane. The QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 membrane had better cell performance
(172 mA·cm−2 vs. 51 mA·cm−2) and conductivity (0.0305 S·cm−1 vs. 0.0159 S·cm−1) over pristine
QPVA [16]. Membranes incorporating nanofiller can increase the polymer free volume, and this might
increase the ionic diffusivity within the membranes, which further enhances conductivity [17].

Many nanofillers in polymeric membranes can suppress methanol crossover in DMFCs.
For example, iron oxide (Fe3O4) decorated CNTs in PVA membrane showed decreased methanol
permeability [10]. Yuan et al. [18] layered poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) and GO
nanosheets onto the surface of Nafion membrane. The methanol permeation across the composite
membrane decreased in comparison to the pristine Nafion. Yang et al. [19] fabricated PVA/TiO2

membranes with a permeability values of the order of 10−8 cm2·s−1, which is one order of magnitude
smaller than that of a PVA membrane.

Recently, GO has gained substantial attention for its noticeable thermal [20], mechanical and
barrier properties [21]. GO is exfoliated from graphite [22–25] and it has been used in many
applications, including supercapacitors [26], water treatment [27], Li ion batteries [28], and fuel
cells [29–35]. Nair et al. [21] and Paneri et al. [36] proved that GO membranes can successfully block
methanol, ethanol and hexane permeation while allowing water diffusion. Lin and Lu [37] reported
that the methanol permeability of hot-pressed Nafion-GO decreased 41% relative to the pristine Nafion.
Yuan et al. [18] reported that a GO-coating on a Nafion membrane lowered its methanol permeability.
This indicates that GO can suppress alcohol crossover in membranes. However, some researchers
indicate that the addition of GO filler decreased the composite’s conductivity [22,37,38], whereas some
determined that GO could increase the ion conductivity [39].

In our previous work, QPVA membranes were fabricated and applied in a direct methanol alkaline
fuel cell (DMAFC) as membrane electrolytes [5,40]. With the introduction of quaternary ammonium
groups (-N+(CH3)3) onto the PVA matrix, QPVA exhibits anion-exchange functional groups [40] and
better conductivity than pristine PVA [15]. These functional groups facilitate hydroxide ion (OH−)
transport through the membrane via the Grotthuss mechanism [41]. We also demonstrated that
KOH-doped QPVA possessed excellent chemical stability in the Fenton test and maintained a high
open circuit voltage (OCV) in a long-term DMAFC test (~230 h) [40].

Controlling the GO orientation in the polymer matrices is critical for better methanol suppression
through increase of the apparent aspect ratio of the GO [22]. Reducing the methanol permeability
directly lowers the cell over-potential and improves the cell voltage and power density [42]. With the
objective of decreasing methanol crossover and improving conductivity, we prepared a well-aligned,
CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 membrane using an external magnetic field. Magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles
were decorated onto GO nanosheets (GO-Fe3O4). Guo et al. [43] reported that ultrafiltration (UF)
membranes containing magnetic particles were prepared with a magnetic field and demonstrated that
this magnetic-field-assisted orientation can be achieved at an industrial scale. The resulting GO-Fe3O4

nanofillers were blended with QPVA polymer solution and cast into films. A magnetic field was
applied to re-orient the nanofillers before the membranes solidified. To improve the stability of the
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QPVA membranes in aqueous solutions, glutaraldehyde (GA) was used as a crosslinking reagent to
reinforce the membrane integrity [44]. The three types of membranes (CL-QPVA, QPVA/GO-Fe3O4

nanocomposite membranes prepared with the magnetic field and QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite
membranes prepared without the magnetic field) were tested for DMAFC performance. The chemical
and physical characteristics of the membranes were also investigated and correlated to cell performance
in this study.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Stability of Crosslinked Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol Membrane

QPVA is a water-soluble synthetic polymer. To maintain QPVA membrane stability in hot water,
we used two different methods to form the crosslinked membranes, the pre-cross-linking (pre-CL) and
post-cross-linking (post-CL) methods. The weight losses of the pre-CL membrane and the post-CL
membranes are shown in Figure 1. This indicates that the post-CL membrane with 3 h crosslinking
time demonstrated the least weight loss among the tested membranes. Hence, the following results
are based on the samples with 3 h crosslinking time and denoted as CL-QPVA.
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Figure 1. Dissolution of crosslinked quaternized polyvinyl alcohol (CL-QPVA) in 60 ◦C. The crosslinker
was incorporated before (pre-cross-linking (pre-CL)) or after (post-cross-linking (post-CL)) the films
were dried. The crosslink times of the post-CL samples are indicated.

2.2. Crystallinity and Mechanical Properties of Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol and Nanocomposite Membrane

PVA is a semi-crystalline polymer [14,40] and QPVA retained much of the PVA structure.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the GO, Fe3O4, GO-Fe3O4, CL-QPVA, and un-aligned
CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 are shown in Figure 2a. The XRD band at 2θ of 11◦ corresponds to the (001)
GO crystal structure. Fe3O4 and GO-Fe3O4 showed various Bragg peaks at 30.5◦ (220), 35.8◦ (311),
43.4◦ (400), 57.5◦ (511), and 63.0◦ (440). The XRD band at a 2θ of 19.9◦ corresponded to the (101) PVA
crystal structure [14]. Moreover, the GO diffraction peak in the GO-Fe3O4 sample at 11◦ was invisible
because the GO content was low (3%). The diffraction peak intensity decreased significantly in the
GO-Fe3O4-containing QPVA sample. This result implies that addition of GO-Fe3O4 particles into the
QPVA polymer matrix greatly reduced the percentage of the crystalline domain of the QPVA, as was
also shown for the PVA/fumed silica sample [14,40].

For the CL-QPVA and the CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites prepared with and without the
magnetic field, the yield points were 125.4, 22.5, and 41.7 MPa, the failure strain values were 61.4%,
104.7%, and 42.2%, and the Young’s moduli were 1.28, 1.14, and 1.07 GPa, respectively (Figure 2b).
The Young’s moduli of CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites prepared with and without the magnetic
field were lower than that of CL-QPVA. The embedded nanofillers in the CL-QPVA decreased the
percentage of crystalline CL-QPVA (Figure 2a) in the composite membrane and hence decreased the
modulus. However, the aligned composite showed a significantly higher elongation—at-break value
(104.7% vs. 42.2%) than the un-aligned composite. The elongation-at-break indicates that the aligned
GO enhanced the membrane’s stretchability.
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2.3. Methanol Permeability of Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol Composite Membranes

Fuel crossover is a primary concern in fuel cell membrane development. Methanol crossover must
be reduced to improve the fuel cell performance. Fuel crossover is caused mainly by fuel diffusion
due to the concentration gradient inside the membrane and the osmotic drag accompanying the
water transport. Decreasing the methanol permeability is essential for designing a high-performance
membrane electrolyte for DMAFC applications. We first measured the methanol permeability using the
2 M methanol solution in the source reservoir and found that the methanol permeability of CL-QPVA
membrane was 2.57 × 10−7 cm2·s−1 and 4.51 × 10−6 cm2·s−1 at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C, respectively, which
were significantly lower than the pre-CL pristine QPVA (6.39 × 10−6 cm2·s−1 at 30 ◦C) [40]. These data
conclude that the methanol permeability was suppressed by post-CL treatment.

During fuel cell operation, the membrane is continuously fed with alkaline fuel, and the membrane
was saturated with KOH. Therefore, the methanol permeability through KOH-doped membrane
should better reflect the fuel permeation property during cell discharge cycle. For KOH-doped
CL-QPVA, the methanol permeability was 1.62 × 10−7 cm2·s−1 at 30 ◦C and 1.36 × 10−6 cm2·s−1 at
60 ◦C, which was reduced by 37% and 70% from the undoped CL-QPVA. The methanol permeabilities
of the KOH-doped CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 prepared without the magnetic field treatment were
8.47 × 10−8 cm2·s−1 and 8.12 × 10−7 cm2·s−1 at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C, respectively. The methanol
permeability of the CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite membranes was lower than the permeability
of the CL-QPVA membrane (Table 1). This result demonstrated that the incorporation of only 0.1%
GO-Fe3O4 was effective in blocking methanol penetration and reduced the methanol crossover.
The reduction in permeability indicated that addition of GO-Fe3O4 could serve as a barrier for methanol
transfer. From our previous experience [10], it was found that the addition of nanoparticles impedes
methanol molecular diffusion due to a more tortuous transport path.

Table 1. Methanol permeability a of KOH-doped CL-QPVA and KOH-doped CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4

nanocomposites b prepared with and without the magnetic field alignment membrane at 30 ◦C and
60 ◦C. KOH: Potassium hydroxide; CL-QPVA: Crosslinked quaternized polyvinyl alcohol; GO-Fe3O4:
Graphene oxide-iron oxide.

Samples
Permeability

at 30 ◦C (cm2·s−1) at 60 ◦C (cm2·s−1)

CL-QPVA 1.62 × 10−7 1.36 × 10−6

Unaligned CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 8.47 × 10−8 8.12 × 10−7

Aligned CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 6.89 × 10−8 2.96 × 10−7

Notes: a 2 M methanol; b Doped with 6 M KOH.
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In addition, when a strong external magnetic field was applied, the membrane permeability
was reduced further (Table 1) than that without the magnetic field applied. This may be due to
the GO-Fe3O4 nanofillers having a high apparent aspect ratio [22,37] and being well-aligned by the
magnetic field in the CL-QPVA matrix further suppressed the methanol permeation through the
membranes. Well-aligned GO-Fe3O4 nanofillers created higher tortuosity in the polymer phase for
methanol diffusion than the randomly distributed nanofillers. The well-aligned GO-Fe3O4 nanofillers
effectively hinder methanol permeation.

2.4. Ionic Conductivity of KOH-Doped Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol Nanocomposite Membranes

The ionic conductivity values at 30–60 ◦C were measured for all KOH-doped membranes.
The CL-QPVA membrane had a through-plane conductivity of 1.14 × 10−3–2.62 × 10−3 S·cm−1

at 30−60 ◦C. The in-plane conductivities were 1.17 × 10−3–2.74 × 10−3 S·cm−1 at the same
temperatures. The CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite prepared without the magnetic field showed
though-plane conductivity values of 5.51 × 10−3–5.30 × 10−3 S·cm−1 at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C, respectively,
along with in-plane conductivities of 5.80 × 10−3–5.62 × 10−3 S·cm−1 at the same temperatures.
The aligned CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite demonstrated through-plane conductivity values of
7.66 × 10−3–1.01 × 10−2 S·cm−1 at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C, respectively, along with in-plane conductivity
values of 8.14 × 10−3−1.08 × 10−2 S·cm−1 at the same temperatures. The in-plane conductivities
were slightly higher (3%–5%) than the through-plane values in the CL-QPVA film. The un-aligned
and aligned CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites had significantly higher in-plane conductivities
(5%–6% and 6%–7%) than the through-plane conductivities, indicating that nanofiller incorporation
and reorientation may cause an anisotropic structure in the composite.

We indicated in our previous reports [17,45,46] that the addition of nanofillers to PVA-based
membranes resulted in enhanced ionic conductivity due to higher free volume in the polymer matrix.
The nanofillers interrupted the polymer crystal structure and increased the polymer amorphous
region, which facilitated ion passage. The magnetic field-free sample reflected a similar effect. As the
GO-Fe3O4 was aligned, more ion transport routes were induced, such as surface diffusion and hopping
mechanisms [41]. Therefore, the aligned QPVA exhibited even higher ionic conductivity (Figure 3a).
At elevated temperatures, the conductivity increased due to higher ionic mobility (i.e., diffusivity) and
the ions could pass through the polymer free volume with ease.
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The temperature dependence of the conductivity can be described using the Arrhenius equation
(Figure 3b). The CL-QPVA exhibited an activation energy of 10.86 kJ·mol−1, while the nanocomposites
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had lower activation energy levels (<3.5 kJ·mol−1). The differences in activation energy may be
due to the different ion conduction mechanisms, which include the Grotthus (hopping) mechanism,
bulk diffusion and surface diffusion [41]. Ion conduction through the KOH-doped PVA is based on
bulk diffusion through OH− ions. After quaternization of PVA, the ions could utilize the additional
ammonium groups through the hopping mechanism for transport. After the incorporation of the
GO-Fe3O4 nanofillers, the increased polymer free volume in the polymer matrix allows ions to pass
through the QPVA matrix much more easily compared with pristine QPVA [40].

It is noted that KOH doping in PVA or QPVA enhanced membrane integrity. Dragana et al. [47]
showed that the KOH-doped PVA was chemically stable in the alkaline environment and considered
the KOH treatment a physical crosslinking procedure. Fu et al. [48] confirmed the appearance of a
new Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) peak (at 1573 cm−1) after the PVA was treated
with KOH. Qiao et al. [49] also analysed the PVA/PVP membrane after immersion in KOH at different
temperatures and found a new bond (CO(–O–K)) in the FTIR spectrum at 1571 cm−1. As other
researchers have indicated, we found that the KOH chemical interaction effects make the QPVA and
Q-PVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite membranes prepared with and without the magnetic field suitable
electrolyte materials for fuel cell applications.

2.5. Direct Methanol Alkaline Fuel Cell Performance of Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol Composite Membranes

The DMAFC performances of the prepared membrane electrolytes were first evaluated using
1 M methanol in 6 M KOH. Figure 4 shows the IV curves and power density curves for the DMAFC
using the KOH-doped CL-QPVA membrane and CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites prepared without
the magnetic field at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C. Figure 4a illustrates that the DMAFC performance using the
CL-QPVA membrane produced a peak power density of 4.5 mW·cm−2 and an OCV of 0.68 V at 30 ◦C.
When the temperature was increased to 60 ◦C, the peak power density increased to 19.4 mW·cm−2

and the OCV became 0.83 V. The increased OCV was due to faster catalytic reactions at the electrodes.
The higher temperature also facilitated ionic conduction and decreased the electrical resistance of the
single cell. Therefore, less ohmic loss was observed at 60 ◦C than that at 30 ◦C (Figure 4a). Another
cell performance indicator is based on the ratio of the ionic conductivity to the methanol permeability.
The ion conductivity/methanol permeability ratio for CL-QPVA were 7.0 × 103 and 1.9× 103 cm−3·S s
at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C, respectively. The overall result was a higher peak power density obtained at 60 ◦C.
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Figure 4. Direct methanol alkaline fuel cell (DMAFC) voltage (left axis) and power density (right axis)
as a function of the current density at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C using (a) CL-QPVA membrane and
(b) CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites prepared without a magnetic field fed with a 1 M methanol
anode fuel in 6 M KOH. Cathode: humidified oxygen with a flow rate of 100 mL·min−1. Gas diffusion
electrodes (GDEs): catalysts of 6 mg·cm−2 Pt-Ru/C for the anode and 5 mg·cm−2 Pt/C for the cathode
on microporous layer (MPL)-free carbon cloth.
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When GO-Fe3O4 nanoparticles were added into the QPVA matrix without the magnetic field
treatment, the OCV values were 0.72 and 0.80 V at 30 and 60 ◦C (Figure 4b), respectively. These values
were higher than those of the QPVA counterpart, due to the suppressed methanol permeability.
The peak power density was 12.3 mW·cm−2 at 30 ◦C and 30 mW·cm−2 at 60 ◦C. Compared to the
power density of CL-QPVA, nanofillers’ incorporation increased the fuel cell performance significantly.
The nanoparticle fillers play a consequential role: nanoparticles provided a blocking barrier for
methanol and an ionic transport path to enhance the cell voltage and power density.

Figure 5a,b shows DMAFC performance with 1 M and 2 M methanol in 6 M KOH fuel at 60 ◦C
using CL-QPVA and CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites prepared without the magnetic field. When the
CL-QPVA fuel cell was fed with 1 M and 2 M methanol, the peak power densities were 19.4 mW·cm−2

and 22.4 mW·cm−2, respectively (Figure 5a). When the CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite prepared
without the magnetic field was used in the DMAFC, the peak power densities were 30 mW·cm−2 and
31.8 mW·cm−2 with 1 M and 2 M methanol fuel, respectively. The 2 M methanol fuel had a higher
reaction rate and produced more electrical current. Thus, the peak power density was higher for the
2 M methanol fuel than for the 1 M methanol fuel.
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Figure 5. DMAFC performance with different methanol concentrations in 6 M KOH at 60 ◦C using
(a) CL-QPVA membrane; (b) CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite prepared without the magnetic field.
Cathode: humidified oxygen with a flow rate of 100 mL·min−1. GDEs: catalysts of 6 mg·cm−2 Pt-Ru/C
for anode and 5 mg·cm−2 Pt/C for cathode on MPL-free carbon cloth.

Figure 6 compares the performances of fuel cells assembled with CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites’
electrolyte membranes prepared with and without the magnetic field. The suppressed methanol
permeability in the aligned electrolyte improved the OCV due to less mixed potential resulting from
methanol crossover. The OCV of CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite prepared without the magnetic
field was 0.82 V and that of CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite prepared with the magnetic field was
0.85 V. CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite prepared with the magnetic field had a better maximum power
density (55.4 mW·cm−2) than the CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composite prepared without the magnetic
field (31.8 mW·cm−2). Employing a magnetic field during the film formation process to arrange the
magnetic nanoparticles benefited the fuel cell performance. The higher conductivity and suppressed
methanol permeability in the aligned electrolyte led to a lower ohmic loss and produced a higher peak
power density than the un-oriented sample.

Furthermore, we fed more concentrated methanol fuel to the DMAFC to compare the power
densities using the aligned QPVA composite. The OCV at 1 M, 2 M and 4 M methanol fuels were 0.83,
0.85 and 0.77 V (Figure 7). The 1 M and 2 M methanol resulted in similar OCV values whereas the
4 M fuel had a reduced OCV. The peak power densities with 1 M, 2 M and 4 M methanol fuels were
31.9, 55.4 and 23.5 mW·cm−2, respectively. We have already mentioned that increasing the methanol
concentration would also increase the methanol oxidation rate and generate electrical current. However,
there is a limit to increasing the methanol concentration. When we raised the methanol concentration
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beyond a certain value, the un-reacted methanol would crossover to the cathode. This may result in a
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Figure 6. DMAFC voltage (left axis) and power density (right axis) as a function of the current density
at 60 ◦C using CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites prepared with and without the magnetic field. GDEs:
catalysts of 6 mg·cm−2 Pt-Ru/C for the anode and 5 mg·cm−2 Pt/C for the cathode on MPL-free carbon
cloth. Anode fuel: 2 M methanol in 6 M·KOH with a flow rate of 5 mL·min−1, cathode: humidified
oxygen with a flow rate of 100 mL·min−1.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

Glycidytrimethyl ammonium chloride (GTMAC, 99%), Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, average
molecular weight 89,000–98,000), potassium hydroxide (KOH, 90%), graphite powder, iron (II)
chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O, 98%), iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O, 97%), acetic
acid (CH3CO2H, 99.85%), ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH, 28%–30%) and rhodamine B powder
(HPLC grade, 95%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Ethanol (99.9%, HPLC
grade), methanol (99.9%, HPLC grade), and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 99%) were obtained from
Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium). Sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH, 50%) was obtained from Showa
Chemical Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Sulfuric acid solution (H2SO4, 95%–98%) was purchased from
Scharlab S.L. (Barcelona, Spain). Potassium permanganate powder (KMnO4, 99%) was purchased
from Nihon Shiyaku Industries Ltd. (Osaka, Japan). Maleic anhydride (98%) and 4-aminobenzoic acid
(p-aminobenzoic acid, 99%) were obtained from Alfa Aesar (Lancashire, UK). Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
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and acetic anhydride (98%) were purchased from Avantor Performance Materials, Inc. (Center Valley,
PA, USA). Sodium acetate was obtained from Shimakyu's Pure Chemicals (Osaka, Japan). Carbon cloth
(W0S1002) was obtained from CeTech Co. Ltd. (Taichung, Taiwan). Nafion ionomer solution (5 wt%)
was obtained from DuPont (Wilmington, DE, USA). Anode catalyst (Pt-Ru/C, 50%, Pt:Ru = 1:1)
was obtained from Tanaka (Tokyo, Japan). Cathode catalyst (Pt/C on carbon, 40%) was from
Johnson Matthey (HISPECTM4000, Royston Hertfordshire, UK). Isopropyl alcohol was purchased
from Mallinckrodt Chemicals Ltd. (Chesterfield, UK).

3.2. Preparation of Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol and Graphene Oxide-Iron Oxide

The QPVA was quaternized from PVA via reaction with GTMAC and KOH catalyst [40].
The resulting QPVA product was dried at 65 ◦C in a vacuum oven. The quaternization efficiency
was found to be 2.6%. The Fe3O4 nanoparticles were prepared by reacting the FeCl2/FeCl3 mixture
with NH4OH [50]. The product was collected using an external magnet, washed with deionized (D.I.)
water, and dried at 40 ◦C under vacuum for 24 h. GO was prepared using the modified Hummer’s
method [51]. p-Maleimidobenzoic acid (MBA) was prepared as described in the literature [52] and was
used as a linker to graft Fe3O4 nanoparticles onto GO nanosheets [50].

3.3. Preparation of Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol and Quaternized Polyvinyl Alcohol/Graphene Oxide-Iron
Oxide Nanocomposite Membrane

Required amounts of QPVA was dissolved in D.I. water to form a 10% solution and stirred for 3 h
at 85 ◦C to synthesize a homogeneous viscous solution. The solution was then poured onto a glass
plate. A doctor-blade was applied to produce a uniform thickness of wet QPVA polymeric membrane.
Afterwards, the cast wet sample was allowed to gradually evaporate at ambient temperature for 24 h
and again dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ◦C for 6 h.

The dry film was immersed into a cross-linker solution, 10 g GA mixed with 2.85 g HCl and
87.15 g acetone, for 3 h. After the cross-linking process, the membrane was dried at 60 ◦C in vacuum.
The thickness of the resulting dry film was 50 µm. The post-crosslinked membranes were used in most
tests. For comparison purposes, a pre-crosslinked QPVA membrane was prepared by mixing the PVA
solution and the crosslinker agent (GA), as described in our previous work [40].

To prepare the CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite membrane, 0.1 wt% loading of GO-Fe3O4

was dispersed in D.I. water and then mixed with QPVA solution at 65 ◦C for 1 h. The polymer
slurry was cast, dried, and crosslinked as previously mentioned. This membrane is referred to as the
nanocomposite prepared without the magnetic field (Figure 8a). To orient the GO-Fe3O4 particles in
the membrane, a magnetic field was added during the membrane drying process. The direction of the
magnetic field was perpendicular to the membrane to allow the particles to arrange themselves on the
top and bottom of the nanocomposite membrane (Figure 8b).
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3.4. Membrane Characterization

The crystallinity properties of the CL-QPVA and CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite membrane
were measured by XRD (model D5005D, Siemens AG, Munich, Germany). The methanol
permeabilities of the CL-QPVA and CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 nanocomposite membranes were
analysed by using a side-by-side diffusion cell consisting of two-compartment glass reservoirs
(source reservoir and receiving reservoir) and the detailed experimental procedure was described in
our previous papers [53–55]. The ionic conductivity values of the CL-QPVA and CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4

nanocomposite membranes in the through-plane direction were measured using the alternating
current (AC) impedance method as described in a previous report [49]. The in-plane conductivity was
measured using the four-point probe method [55]. The sample mechanical properties were obtained
with a texture analyser as described in a previous paper [4].

3.5. Cell Performance Measurement

The CL-QPVA and CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 composites prepared with and without the magnetic
field were sandwiched between the cathode and anode gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) to
obtain membrane electrode assemblies (MEA). The GDEs were prepared by spraying catalyst
(Pt/C or Pt-Ru/C) slurry on microporous layer (MPL) free carbon cloth. The catalyst loads were
5 mg·cm−2 Pt/C on the cathode and 6 mg·cm−2 Pt-Ru/C on the anode [9]. The final GDE thickness
was approximately 0.46 mm and the effective MEA area was 1 cm2.

The experimental setup was illustrated in our previous work [42,56,57]. The fuel (1 M, 2 M and
4 M methanol in 6 M KOH) was maintained at a predetermined temperature in a thermostatic chamber
and recirculated through the anode using a metering pump at a flow rate of 5 mL·min−1. The oxygen
cathode feed gas was humidified by passing through a bubbler at a flow rate of 100 cm3·min−1.
The current density (I) and cell potential (V) values of the DMAFCs were recorded on an electrical load
(PLZ164 WA electrochemical system, Japan) at a scan rate of 0.01 V·s−1. The power density-current
density (P-I) curve was plotted to determine the maximum power density (Pmax) under a specific
operating condition.

4. Conclusions

In this work, Fe3O4 nanoparticles were prepared and dispersed on GO nanosheets. The magnetic
GO-Fe3O4 were embedded into QPVA, and the QPVA was crosslinked with GA to obtain a
polymer composite. By applying an external through-plane magnetic field across the thin
viscous QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 film during drying, the GO-Fe3O4 nanosheets in the QPVA membrane
were reoriented in the polymer matrix. The magnetic field-reoriented CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4

membranes possessed higher ionic conductivity and lower methanol permeability than both the
un-oriented CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4 membrane and the CL-QPVA. The reoriented CL-QPVA/GO-Fe3O4

nanocomposite exhibited a peak power density of 55.4 mW·cm−2 at 60 ◦C, which was 73.7% higher
than that of the nanocomposite without the magnetic field treatment and 147.3% higher than that of
the CL-QPVA.
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